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This video features the Superintendent of Rocky View Schools, Greg Luterbach, voicing the 
Narrative of the Rocky View Schools next Four Year Plan: "Innovators by Design".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdHVrFnGuoc
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Design Principles
As we approach our work, together, we will LEARN: 
• Leverage the talent of the learning community to make a positive 

impact on the life of students, staff, parents and our world. 
• Engage in purposeful work designed to build foundational skills 

and competencies through projects that foster deep 
understanding. 

• Amplify and value diversity – in ideas, people, ways of knowing 
and ways of being. 

• Reflect on learning through meaningful assessments to inform 
and showcase growth. 

• Nurture positive relationships built on trust, support and care for 
one another.

https://youtu.be/wbGsCLTK0mQ
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Creating the conditions for collaboration and creativity

Having a set of norms—or ground rules—that a group follows encourages 
behaviours that will help a group do its work and discourages behaviours that 
interfere with a group’s effectiveness. 

• Be Fully Present: put 100% of your focus on the task at hand and 
sequence to tasks in a row, as opposed to splitting your focus on many 
tasks simultaneously. (put the device away:)

• Embrace Radical Collaboration: Lean in, take risks, get creative, 
embrace discomfort and have an awareness of your role in creating an 
engaging atmosphere.

• Bring a Creative Commons Mindset: All of the work is all of our work. 
Through sharing, eliciting and providing feedback to each other and 
exhibiting what we’ve created our work will be exponentially better.

• Make Learning Visible: “Making a process visible makes a practice 
reflect-able” ~ John Maeda.

We believe that where you work is how you work. Space is the third teacher. 



Developing a Project Pitch





Pair and Share 
What suggestions look promising?
What are some ways you might approach this prototype? Consider the 
prompts on the Instructional Inventory Tool





Visual Design Process
Our Learning Design Process is a flexible planning tool that helps teachers 
design rich learning experiences for their students that are real, visible and for 
everyone. We’ve suggested some key questions to ask and answer, but in reality 
any format, whether linear or abstract, could be used with the template.

http://schoolblogs.rockyview.ab.ca/makinglearningvisible/learning_design_questions/




Making Learning Visible with an Illustrated Learning Journey
“Making a process visible makes a practice reflect-able” ~ John Maeda.



Making Learning Visible with an Illustrated Learning Journey
“Making a process visible makes a practice reflect-able” ~ John Maeda.



In Rocky View Schools, we create and share stories about what learning looks like so that 
we can inspire each other and learn together. We craft stories about the engaging learning 

designs in our schools and classrooms, capture live presentations and talks that share 
experience and inspire action and foster student-created multimedia artworks that make 

learning visible. 

http://www.rockyview.studio/workshop.html
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What resonates for you? 
What were some of the characteristics 
of the learning that made it powerful? 

https://youtu.be/ciGpE5XFouY
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What resonates for you? 
What were some of the characteristics 
of the learning that made it powerful? 

https://youtu.be/ggMkl99GBxQ
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